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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach for simulating 3D mus-
cle deformations with complex architectures. The approach consists in
choosing the best model formulation in terms of computation cost and
accuracy, that mixes a volumetric tissue model based on finite element
method (3D FEM), a muscle fiber model (Hill contractile 1D element)
and a membrane model accounting for aponeurosis tissue (2D FEM). The
separate models are mechanically binded using barycentric embeddings.
Our approach allows the computation of several fiber directions in one
coarse finite element, and thus, strongly decreases the required finite ele-
ment resolution to predict muscle deformation during contraction. Using
surface registration, fibers tracks of specific architecture can be trans-
ferred from a template to subject morphology, and then simulated. As a
case study, three different architectures are simulated and compared to
their equivalent one dimensional Hill wire model simulations.

1 Introduction

To understand the musculoskeletal mechanical behaviors, in particular muscle
strain injuries, or predict a post-surgical effect, accurate biomechanical with
functional modelings are mandatory. It gives biomechanicians, orthopedists and
surgeons, a way to evaluate the impact of a therapy on both the muscle mechan-
ical structure and its force development. Computational muscle models provide
a powerful tool to simulate, visualize and analyze results. However, the research
purposes regarding simulations are often drastically different. While some focus
on the study of limb’s movements, others observe muscle deformations within
very small volumes of few cubic millimeters. Therefore, muscle modeling resulted
in completely different approaches.

Many developed models [1] and frameworks [2], generally based on Hill type
model for the force generation, consider the muscle as a 1D wire-segment with
geometrical constraints of surrounding materials, in order to provide accurate,
real-time and interactive simulations of the induced movements. However, 1D
muscle wire models are based on lumped-parameters and may not be suitable
to represent the behavior of muscles with complex fiber architecture for detailed
analysis [3]. Moreover, they require many assumptions and do not provide infor-
mation about muscle volumetric deformations during contraction.
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To overcome lumped-parameters models limitations, muscle is simulated in
its entire volume derived from MRI acquisitions of specific subjects, by detailing
its fascicle architecture and tendons configuration. The classical approach of 3D
models relies on Finite Element Method (FEM). Several formulations of contin-
uum models of skeletal muscles have been developed. The standard deformation-
coupling invariants were used to simulate contractile skeletal muscle [4,5]. A new
set of invariants was proposed [6], it allows for representation of muscle tissue
resistance to along-fiber shear and cross-fiber shear. Another formulation of the
strain energy was presented using only isotropic strain invariants [7], separating
anisotropic muscle tissue response from the isotropic strain energy stored in the
fibers.

One can show that linear springs embedded into a linear finite element (tri-
angle or tetrahedra) can be equivalently modeled using an anisotropic material
law. However, this is not possible when non-linearities are introduced in finite
element shape functions (leading to inhomogeneous deformations within the fi-
nite element), or in spring material law (non-linear muscle force/length relation-
ship). One finite element can thus only account for one average fiber direction.
Therefore, for the purely FEM methods referenced above, the FE resolution has
to fit the fiber architecture complexity. In [6], to represent the biceps brachii,
approximately 20,000 hexahedral elements are used to achieve the simulation.
This makes real-time simulation of musculoskeletal movement involving several
muscles, impractical.

In this paper, we present a novel method to simulate 3D muscles with complex
architectures in real-time using a combined models formulation. We propose to
mechanically bind three models with separate discretizations using barycentric
embeddings. Many fiber directions are computed per finite element, that leads
to muscle representation with a few number of finite elements and decreases
simulation computation time. We demonstrate that our combined modeling fits
validated 1D Hill models in term of produced force and allows prediction of
muscle deformations and stiffness with close to real-time computations. More-
over, We show how fibers tracks of specific architectures can be transferred from
a template to the real subject morphology extracted from medical images. The
paper introduces the new method, then shows results and ends with a discussion.

2 Methods

Muscle material behavior can be decomposed into an isotropic part (tissue ma-
trix) and anisotropic part (fibers and membranes). Instead of combining related
models within a single strain energy density expression, and subsequently dis-
cretize it with fine finite elements, we use several models of different discretiza-
tions that match the complexity of the underlying behavior (see Fig. 1). This is
equivalent to have many integration points per element, to account for behav-
ior non-uniformity. Forces computed from these models are blended at a master
level (kinematic model) using the barycentric embedding technique (Sec. 2.1).
Muscle deformation being relatively smooth, we use a kinematic model with only
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a few degrees of freedom (nodes of a coarse embedding grid). This allows fast
time integration. However, as the deformation emerges from a complex network
of orientation-changing fibers (Sec. 2.2) with non-linear behavior (Sec. 2.3), we
model the internal architecture with detailed discrete curves. The isotropic, low-
frequency behavior of the tissue matrix is integrated at the coarse level using
hexahedral elements. The aponeurosis which is a stiff membranous layer where
fibers are inserted is discretized using triangle FEM.

Fig. 1. Muscle multi-model scheme : The different models are linked via barycentric
embeddings. This approach strongly decreases the required finite element resolution to
predict muscle deformation during contraction.

2.1 Barycentric Embeddings

Barycentric embedding, that we briefly review here, is a common approach in
multi-model frameworks, where hard kinematical and mechanical coupling is
necessary [8]. Let Jp be the function used to map the 3D positions xm of a
master node to the positions xs of a slave :

xs = Jp(xm) (1)

The velocities are mapped in the same way, where the Jacobian Jv = ∂xs

∂xm

computes the linear relation between master and slave velocities:

vs = Jv.vm (2)

In our case, the mapping is linear. Operators Jp and Jv are the same (J), and
contains the barycentric coordinates of the slave vertices in their corresponding
FEM element. The master positions and the velocities are propagated down to
the slaves. Inversely, the forces are propagated bottom-up to the independent
DOFs of the master, where Newton’s law f = Ma is applied. Given forces fs
produced by a slave model, we can compute the equivalent forces JT fs based on
the principle of virtual work, and accumulate slaves contributions at the master
level:

fm ←− fm + JT fs (3)
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2.2 Fiber Geometry Specification

The chosen approach for approximating the muscle architectures depending on
our given surface, is inspired from the one proposed by [3], where solid hexa-
hedral cuboidal templates that consist of geometrical set of control points, are
linearly interpolated using rational Bezier spline curves to discretize the fiber
field of a given fiber architecture. The cuboidal template undergoes a one-to-one
morphing on a muscle mesh geometry, to generate the target discretized equally
spaced points (Xtarget

pnt ). As we have separately modeled the FEM model from
Hill contractile element models, we free ourselves from the traditional fiber direc-
tion computation, that consists on the tangent of the curve in each target point
(Xtarget

pnt ), and requires several steps. There is no need to involve fiber directions
in each FEM elements, all is managed through embedding.

2.3 Constitutive Models

Contractile Element Model. We connect the points (Xtarget
pnt ) by Hill con-

tractile element that generates non-linear forces with respect to the deformation
(eq. 4) . They are function of a(t) the activation from 0 to 1 that we consider
uniform over muscle volume.

Fce(t) = a(t)fl(εc)fv(ε̇c)F
m
0 /Nbf (4)

Fce(t) is the contractile element force between the two adjacent nodes of a fiber
segment. εc is the strain of the contractile element (muscle model), related to
current and optimal fiber length L(t) and Lc0 through: εc = L(t)/Lc0− 1. Fm

0

maximum isometric force of the whole muscle. Nbf number of individual fibers
depending on origin-insertion surface in (cm2) multiplied by the fiber density
ρ (fibers/cm2). fl(εc) represents force-length relationship approximated by a
Gaussian distribution around Lc0, where b is a constant material parameter
(set to 0.5). Anisotropic passive properties along the fiber are neglected because
isometric concentric contractions are studied in this paper. However, 1D passive
properties can be easily embedded in our contractile element model to reinforce
fibers and simulate eccentric contractions. fv(ε̇c) is the force-velocity relationship
that depends on ε̇c (strain velocity), Vmax the maximum velocity of individual
muscle fiber (set to 5(1 + a(t).fl(εc)))/Nbf) and Vsh a constant adimensional
material parameter (set to 0.3) [9].

fl(εc) = exp{−(εc
b
)2} fv(ε̇c) =

Vsh(Vmax + Lc0ε̇c)

VshVmax − Lc0ε̇c
(5)

Isotropic Tissue Model. As shown in [7], the passive isotropic behavior of
muscle-tendon units can be well approximated by a quasi-incompressible 2nd
order polynomial material law:

Wmatrix =
2∑

i+j=1

Cij(Ī1 − 3)i(Ī2 − 3)j +
K

2
(J − 1)2 (6)
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Fig. 2. (a,b,c) : geometrical approximations of complex fiber architectures (Parallel,
Bipennate, Pennate) and their equivalent 1D Hill wire model; (d) : coarse FEM hexa-
hedron geometry generated by surface rasterization.

where Wmatrix is the strain energy density, Ī1 and Ī2 are deviatoric invariants
of the right Cauchy deformation tensor. We assign different material parameters
to FEM hexaedra, depending on the underlying tissue. In N/cm2: C10 = 6.43,
C01 = −3.81, C20 = 0.94, C02 = 0.0005, C11 = −0.0043, K = 5E4 for muscle
elements; C10 = 30, C20 = 80, C30 = 800, K = 2E5 for tendon elements [7].

Aponeurosis Model. Aponeurosis are stiff membranes where muscle fibers are
attached to. The passive isotropic stiffness described above is reinforced along
these membranes using triangle FE meshes, embedded into the master hexahe-
dral grid. We use a Hookean material with a Young modulus of 200kPa [7]. The
thickness of the membrane is set to 1mm. Similarly, we reinforce tendon material
stiffness along fibers using embedded 1D springs (Young modulus=200kPa).

3 Results

3.1 Typical Muscle Model

We define a typical muscle surface mesh as a generalized cylinder in Matlab,
embedded in a coarse hexahedral FEM grid generated by surface rasterization
Fig. 2. d. The exact volume of underlying material is assigned to FEM Gauss
points to avoid energy integration in empty parts of hexahedra. The cuboidal
templates of three different architectures (see Fig. 2) are morphed to the muscle
surface mesh . To compare the three muscle architectures in the same conditions,
we computed the fiber insertion surface mean value of each architecture. We fixed
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Fig. 3. Comparison of longitudinal force production performance in 3 different muscle
fiber architectures. The blue line represents the result with classical Hill wire model
while the red and black lines indicate the case with the proposed volumetric modeling in
coarse FEM resolution and fine FEM resolution, respectively. Total forces are measured
on tendon extremities while varying muscle activation in time.

the number of bipennate fibers to 150 and its Fm
0 to 1000N . We computed the

fiber density ρ by dividing the number of fibers Nbf(150) by the bipennate fiber
insertion surface (13.947cm2). Keeping the same obtained ρ of 10.75(1/cm2), we
computed Nbf and Fm

0 of parallel and pennate architectures, for respectively
given surfaces of (2.232cm2) and (17.496cm2). It resulted respectively in 24 and
188 fibers and 160N and 1254N of Fm

0 . The proposed methods were implemented
in SOFA, an open source framework written in C++ [8]. Our implementation is
not parallel and runs at approximately 15 frames per second on a standard PC,
with an implicit Euler time integration scheme and MinRes iterative numerical
solver (50 iterations maximum with a precision of 10−8), to integrate Newton
equations. Unknowns are FEM node positions and velocities. Computational
time is impacted by both the number of FEM nodes and fibers.

3.2 Comparisons

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of single fiber geometries (blue) and our multi fibers
volumetric model embedded into two different FEM grid resolutions. The muscles
were activated in concentric contraction manner while both ends of the tendon
are fixed. The activation is generated from EMG measurements using the typical
procedure in biomechanics research [9], and is sent at each time step to the
Hill contractile element model to generate force. Lc0 optimal fiber length was
automatically set as initial fiber length, thus, each fiber in all the studies at t0
is considered as in its optimal fiber length. In parallel fiber configuration, as the
fiber distribution is symmetrical around the center axis, total forces produced by
the multi-fiber and wire models are exactly the same. In pennate and bipennate
cases, the increased origin-insertion surface allows to arrange larger number of
fibers by keeping same muscle fiber density. It results in higher longitudinal
force even if there is a pennation angle. Multi-fiber models can account for non
uniform pennation angles and fiber strains, resulting in significantly different
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Fig. 4. Rectus femoris deformations during pulling in the transversal direction of the
line of muscle force action, for activation levels of respectively 0, 0.5 and 1. Color bar
shows the maximum principal strain on a sagittal plane inside the muscle. The stiffness
in transversal direction increased according to muscle contraction.

total muscle forces. Results obtained using coarse (18 elements) and fine (608
elements) FEM grids closely match, showing that we can generate consistent
forces regardless of FEM resolution choice.

3.3 Subject-Specific Simulation

Combined with registration forces, our typical deformable model can be easily
personalized, by defining a surface mesh of the rectus femoris muscle obtained by
manual MRI segmentation, as the target. Closest-point spring forces are applied
to the surface points of the generic model. These forces are automatically prop-
agated to the FEM nodes. By increasing the stiffness of these springs during
the registration, data attraction is privileged, allowing an accurate coarse-to-
fine alignment of generic and target surfaces (given a sufficient number of FEM
nodes). All the internal features (fibers and aponeurosis surface) are automati-
cally estimated, thanks to the barycentric embedding. The personalized rectus
femoris bipennate model is studied in isometric contraction, by varying the acti-
vation to 0, 0.5 and 1, and pulling the muscle transversally to the line of muscle
action by a constant force. The simulation shows at the equilibrium state, that
the stiffness in transversal direction increased by increasing activation level (see
Fig. 4). These models allows analyzing both longitudinal and transversal me-
chanical variable changes during muscle contraction. Simulations video link1.

1 http://www.lirmm.fr/~hayashibe/Miccai2014/miccaiSohusim.avi

http://www.lirmm.fr/~hayashibe/Miccai2014/miccaiSohusim.avi
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

We present a multi decoupled modeling method to simulate 3D muscles with
complex architecture in real-time (15 FPS), that is a compromise between highly
detailed 3D FEM and 1D Hill-type existing approaches. This leads to higher flex-
ibility on the modeling side (separate thus optimized discretizations of active,
isotropic and anisotropic parts). As expected, uniaxial simulations fit validated
1D Hill wire-segments behavior. Fast computation time allows to run the sim-
ulation in real-time using activation input based on real EMG measurements.
We plan to validate this method with an extended set of subject-specific mus-
cles reconstructed from MRI, and combine it with a skeletal model, to achieve
comprehensive musculoskeletal simulations. We currently work on validating de-
formations using MRI data showing the knee in various postures combined with
EMG measurements.
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